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ABSTRACT
fiansell, Ronald S. M.S.C.E., Purdue University, August
1974. Study of Collector-Distributor Roads. Major
Professor: G. T. Satterly, Jr.
It was the purpose of this study to provide informa-
tion about the design and the use of collector-distributor
equipped interchanges. It is generally expected by design
engineers that the use of collector-distributor roads at
an interchange will increase highway cost because of
several additional design elements but that operating
costs will decrease under certain operating conditions
sufficiently to warrant C-D road use on a basis of lower
overal 1 costs .
A review of state design standards and policies and
review of the literature was made. Questions on the use
of C-D roads were asked in interviews with design engineers
in several states and questionnaires concerning C-D roads
were sent to design engineers and consultants. A study
was made of the operation and accidents at four inter-
changes equipped with C-D roads and three interchanges
without C-D roads in Indiana. Operations were filmed and
erratic maneuvers counted. Costs for construction,
maintenance, and operation were calculated for typical
examples of C-D and non-C-D interchanges.
X 1 1
The results showed agreement among design experts
favoring C-D road use as a design ideal to minimize
weaving, improve operation, and generally to improve
design (such as the single exit policy, minimized signing,
etc.)- Analysis of accident rates for 100 million
vehicles by total number and by type showed only weaving-
type accidents to be significantly different, with C-D
sites experiencing fewer accidents than non-C-D sites at
the a = 0.75 level for the relatively low volumes using
the interchanges studied. Erratic maneuvers provided
additional information about potential conflicts, showing
C-D sites to experience more erratic maneuvers than non-
C-D sites (a = .025). Construction costs were higher for
C-D interchanges, as were maintenance costs. Operating
costs were not different at low volumes, yet based on
assumptions of likely higher volume operating conditions,
the C-D interchange would have lower operating costs.
C-D roads were beneficial from a cost-effectiveness
standpoint, although high volume traffic conditions were
not to be found at all study sites. Annual amortized
construction and annual maintenance cost increase for
the average C-D interchange were small compared to total
interchange cost. Based on assumptions of operations at
peak or near peak hour volumes the cost of operating over
a typical C-D interchange was lower than the cost of
operating over a typical non-C-D interchange. The lower
XI 1 1
operating costs result in lower overall annual costs,




"A collector-distributor road is an
auxiliary roadway, separated laterally from
but generally parallel to the expressway
through roadway. It serves to collect and
distribute traffic from several access
connections between selected points of in-
gress to and egress from the through traffic
lanes." (1 , p. 583)*
Whether a particular road is determined to be a
collector-distributor road is certainly more dependent upon
function than upon design, and the above use-oriented
definition is generally valid. Common application of
collector-distributor roads occurs under three main design
conditions:
1. within an interchange
2. through two adjacent interchanges
3. continuous along a freeway through several inter-
changes
The intended function of collector-distributor roads
within a cloverleaf (type) interchange is to reduce
weaving maneuvers associated with the standard cloverleaf
*The numbers in parentheses indicate reference to numbered
bibliographic references; p. ** indicates page(s) from
which specific excerpts are taken.
design. Simultaneously, conflicts produced by differential
speeds between through traffic and exiting or entering
traffic can be eliminated by separating through traffic
and maneuvering traffic by a physical barrier, such as a
guardrail or lane separator.
Traffic conditions in urban areas frequently demand
adjacent interchanges at spacings which are too close to
avoid serious weaving maneuvers. When ingress and egress
ramps are separated by only a short distance, driver
decision points become closer than the recommended 1,000
feet (29). The use of a C-D road to separate faster moving
through traffic from slower decision-making traffic
eliminates or transfers driver decision points to less
critical areas.
Finally, collector-distributor roads are used along a
high volume facility which has frequent exits and entrances.
Two-mile spacing of interchanges has not been found accept-
able in larger urban areas, since there is always local
pressure to design any new facility to accommodate local
traffic distribution. Frequent interchanges interfere
with through traffic, but collector-distributor roads will
insulate through traffic from the marginal friction produced
by the interchanging traffic. Several design manuals
propose that interchanges could be spaced closer together
with a C-D design because of slower weaving and maneuvering
speeds and therefore shorter weaving distance requirements.
Continuous C-D roads provide the buffer between through
roadway traffic and slower maneuvering traffic and allow
enough egress points to serve local traffic.
This study was undertaken in September, 1971, for the
purpose of establishing the justifiability of collector-
distributor road use and determining the conditions under
which justification exists for their use.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Collector-distributor roadways have a relatively
short history of design application and, consequently,
literature about their design, construction, and operation
is not extensive. Review of the literature consisted of
a library search of completed studies, analyses, and
remarks concerning collector-distributor (C-D) roads. A
computerized literature search by the Highway Research
Information Service (HRIS) did not provide additional
important information on in-progress research on C-D roads.
The distinction between frontage roads, auxiliary
lanes and collector-distributor roads must be made explicit
before further comments can be presented. From "A Policy
on Design of Urban Highways and Arterial Streets", (1) the
following definitions are excerpted:
(1) "A collector-distributor road is an
auxiliary one-way roadway usually of limited
length, separated laterally from but generally
parallel to and connecting with the freeway
through roadway. The purpose of the collector-
distributor road is to eliminate weaving on the
traveled way and to reduce the number of points
of ingress and egress on the freeway. This
transfers most of the turbulence to the
collector-distributor road and results in a
safer freeway with greater capacity and higher
speeds. A collector-distributor road is dis-
tinguished from a frontage road in that it does
not provide direct access to abutting
property." (1 , p. 583)
(2) "A frontage road 1s a 1 ocal street or
road auxiliary to and locate d on the side of
an arterial highway for serv ice to abutting
property and adjacent areas and for control
of access. The frontage roa d has acquired
several other commonly-used names including
auxiliary road, service road and access road.
The term frontage road is more commonly used
and is used throughout this pol i cy . The
function of the frontage roa d is to control
access to the traveled way f or through
traffic, to provide access to the property
adjoining the highway and to mai ntai n
circulation of traffic on th e street system
on each side of the highway. In lieu of
terminating crossroads with cul-de-sacs, all
or many of the cross streets may connect into
the frontage roads. A front age road also
adds substantial flexibility to the operation
of a freeway, including use as an alternate
route for through traffic in emergency
situations." (1 , p. 152)
(3) "Auxiliary Lane - The portion of roadway
adjoining the traveled way for parking, speed
change, or for other purposes supplementary
to the through traffic movement. (includes
acceleration lanes, deceleration lanes,
parking lanes, and climbing lanes)." (1, p.
686)
In addition to these terms, a glossary of various
traffic separators precedes discussion of the problem.
The following definitions are from the 1965 Highway
Capacity Manual (16). The reader should familiarize him-
self with these definitions before reading the text, for
adherence to strict and concise definitions is essential
to the development and presentation of many of the
arguments .
(1) Median - That portion of a divided high-
way separating the traveled ways for traffic
in opposite directions (16).
(2) Lane separator - A separation between
traffic streams moving in the same direction
where the service rendered by the roadways
on either side of the separator is essentially
of the same character, as distinguished from
that of a frontage road (16).
(3) Outer separator - A separator between a
frontage road and the roadway of a controlled-
access highway or major street (16).
(4) Traffic island - An island provided in
the roadway to separate or direct streams of
traffic; includes both divisional and
channelizing islands (16).
A collector-distributor road is shown in Figure lb,
"Weaving on Collector-Distributor Roads of C-D Equipped
Cloverleaf," which also shows the difference between four-
quadrant cloverleaf interchanges without C-D roads (Figure
la) and those with C-D roads (Figure lb). Note that
Figure lb shows the weaving movement physically separated
from through freeway operations.
An assistant engineer of design in California in a
1970 paper (13) gives three common solutions to weaving
problems :
"...a) Add auxiliary lanes to increase
weaving capacity
b) Provide a collector (-distributor)
road - adds lanes and moves weave
off freeway proper
c) Provide a braid-eliminate weaving
conflict entirely." (13, p. 17)
In this same paper on interchange design, the author
states :
... "Col 1 ector (-distributor) roads will
always be provided on four-quadrant
cloverleaf interchanges"... (13, p. 10)





FIGURE lb : WEAVING ON COLLECTOR-DISTRIBUTOR ROADS
OF C-D EQUIPPED CLOVERLEAF
FIGURE I •• TYPICAL (IDEALIZED) FOUR-QUADRANT
CLOVERLEAF INTERCHANGES
There are other references which propose collector-
distributor road use as a design objective, citing weaving
theory and geometric design policies as warrants for
implementation under certain conditions. One objective
study was performed by Cirillo, Dietz, and Beatty (6)
based upon twelve full cloverleaf interchanges that had
one or more collector-distributor roadways compared with
186 interchanges that had no C-D roadways. They made the
following observations:
"On the average it is noted that a full clover-
leaf interchange with at least one C-D road
has
a. Fewer accidents/million vehicles
b. Fewer number of accidents per inter-
change , and
c. Considerably less injuries and
amount of property damage per inter-
change than does a full cloverleaf
without a C-D roadway." (6, p. 39)
In this carefully designed study, however, quantitative
results were not conclusive. The "fact" than an interchange
would average 4.7 fewer accidents per year if a C-D roadway
were included and all other variables remained the same
was found not to be statistically significant (t statistic =
1.3).
The study by Cirillo, Dietz, and Beatty is accompanied
by information on accident rates by type of interchange
unit, type of freeway ramp, type of accident, and length
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0.93 2.19 1 .91
0.59 0.95 079
TABLE J: ACCIDENT RATES BY TYPE OF FREEWAY
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LENGTH OF WEAVING AREA
FIGURE 4= ACCIDENT RATE
AREA (8,p.2l)
AND LENGTH OF WEAVING
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Clrillo, et a1 , (6) also found different traffic
patterns in collector-distributor equipped interchanges
than in those without C-D roads.
"On the average less vehicles traveled on
the mainline but more vehicles entered
and exited from an interchange with at least
one C-D roadway. In fact, this type of
interchange had the highest percentage of
vehicles entering or exiting." (6, p. 39-40)
The Cirillo report, however, does not explain whether
the different travel patterns at interchanges with
collector-distributor roads were due to the presence of
C-D roads or whether C-D roads had been used under different
design conditions, such as heavier volumes of non-through
movements. This study also included the relationships
between accidents and the geometric and traffic character-
istics of the interstate system (6). Full cloverleaf
interchanges (with no C-D roadway) had by far the most
dangerous record in terms of the number of accidents per
interchange, the number of injuries per interchange, and
the amount of property damage per Interchange, as well
as the highest accident rate (the number of accidents per
million vehicles). The results of this analysis are given
in Tables 2 and 3 (6, p. 44). Table 2 also shows that
when at least one C-D roadway was used at a full cloverleaf
interchange the average number of accidents dropped from
19.3 to 14.3 and the accident rate dropped from 1.69 to
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An analysis by Leisch of the use of C-D roads with
full cloverleaf interchanges in both rural and urban
settings showed improved weaving when C-D roads were used
(23). Leisch found an increase in weaving capacity of
from 20 percent to 35 percent, with weaving volumes from
1,200 vph to 1,350 vph for a two lane C-D road and up to
1,500 vph for a three lane C-D road. In urban areas,
Leisch predicted that C-D roads could increase the weaving
capacity as much as 50 percent, from 1,000 vph to 1,500 vph
Leisch says that because the ramps connect to the C-D
road which has slower speeds, the number of ramps may be
increased due to the shorter maneuver and weaving area
lengths required (23). At least one study, however, found
that at least part of the time the basic assumption of
slower speeds on C-D roads is invalid.
An Institute of Transportation and Traffic Engineering
(ITTE) Graduate Report states:
"Design standards provided on these two-mile
sections of collector-distributor road are
less than would have been provided adjacent
to the through freeway lanes. The average
spacing between interchanges is only one-half
mile. In several cases, the available lengths
provided for weaving conflicts is only 600
feet between concrete noses. Many of the ramp
acceleration lanes and other lane drops are
from 200 feet to 400 feet in length.
These standards were considered appropriate
on the assumption that traffic would travel at
slower speeds on the collector-distributor
road. This would be the case where, say a
collector-distributor road was provided on a
four-quadrant interchange. However, on this
long Santa Monica Freeway section, speeds
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similar to those on the through roadway are
commonplace. Rapid lane changes are, there-
fore, occurring on sections of the collector-
distributor road where differential speeds
between vehicles are quite high." (21)
This California study also analyzed the weaving patterns
within weaving sections of collector-distributor roads and
found the effective weaving length within those sections
to decrease as traffic volumes increase. The 425 feet
long weaving section in the test site was judged "adequate"
in length (21, p. 11). Volumes ranged from 700 to 2750
vehicles per hour in that analysis. Under different
vehicle operating conditions (related to on-ramp designs),
Fukutome and Moskowitz found similar tendencies for in-
creases in ramp traffic from 480 to 950 vehicles per hour
to cause reductions in median weave length of 390 to 300
feet, 480 to 420 feet, and 430 to 300 feet (12, p. 38).
Pinnell and Buhr discuss collector-distributor roads
in an analysis of capacities of loop ramps when weaving
becomes the determining factor for capacity (44). They
observe that while the capacity of an isolated single
lane loop ramp is approximately 800 vehicles per hour, two
adjacent loop ramps (Figure 5a) are restricted to a total
capacity of 1,000 vehicles per hour due to the influence
of weaving maneuvers. When a collector-distributor road
is used, the weaving capacity and thus the ramp capacity




























Plnnell and Buhr showed in their study an actual
Improvement in capacity with collector-distributors between
adjacent loop ramps. The studies of both Leisch and
Pinnell and Buhr emphasized the utility of C-D roads under
near-capacity conditions and showed increased capacity in
a large number of cases when weaving is the determining
constraint on capacity.
A highway research report prepared by D. B. Martin,
L. Newman, and R. T. Johnson, entitled "Evaluation of
Freeway Traffic Flow at Ramps, Collector Roads and Lane
Drops (The Collector Road Study )" contai ns some pertinent
conclusions. One major conclusion of this study, presented
in 1972, was that freeways with auxiliary lanes have
greater flexibility than freeways with collector road
systems with the same number of lanes (26, p. 1). Their
conclusion was that such freeways also have "greater
capacity and more efficient operation" (26, p. 1).
The review of literature associated with the im-
plementation of collector-distributor roads showed optimism
on the part of experts on design theory and of researchers
for collector-distributor roads for their ability to
improve freeway traffic operations and capacity under




THE PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THE STUDY
Collector-distributor roads may be used under several
complex highv;ay design conditions to improve safety and
operational flexibility. Within four-quadrant cloverleaf
interchanges, between adjacent interchanges where conflicts
impede through traffic movement, or where traffic is to be
collected and distributed from several points of access,
the collector-distributor road performs the function of an
extra freeway lane but also limits points of ingress to
and egress from the through freeway lanes while separating
faster through traffic from interchanging traffic.
It is generally expected by design engineers that the
use of collector-distributor roads at an interchange will
increase highway cost because of increased span length of
structures, increased right-of-way requirements and
additional pavement. An important question in highway
design, therefore, is when will C-D roads decrease the
operational cost sufficiently to warrant the additional
construction cost of an interchange. The question posed
for a C-D road is whether or not the increased (if it is
increased) expense can be justified economically (through
fewer accidents and less serious accidents) or
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operationally (through more efficient operation and economy
of design). No established v;arrants are accepted as a
basis to justify the expected additional construction cost
in providing the higher level of service possible with C-D
roads. Such a warrant would be useful to serve as a guide-
line for applications of C-D roads. Although consistency
In design is desirable from a design and operational stand-
point, this may not be sufficient justification when a
design alternative increases the construction cost of an
Interchange by several hundred thousand dollars. Numerous
state design manuals and consultants appear today to rely
on the Improved geometric design resulting from collector-
distributor facilities as sufficient justification for
their use.
Previous studies of collector-distributor roads have
shown near-capacity Interchanges with C-D roads to operate
approximately as they had been predicted to operate in
theory. The justification for C-D facilities on current low
volume facilities is apparently dependent on the expected
Increase in volume to capacity conditions in or near the
design year.
Freeway capacity may, however, be less with a C-D
road In place of an additional freeway auxiliary lane be-
cause alternatives for operators to avoid conflicts or to
opt for the lane with the least amount of resistance may
be fewer (26).
21
Justifying the use of C-D roads for their benefit In
reducing property damage and personal Injury accidents has
been previously addressed by Cirillo et al , showing fewer
accidents with the C-D design, but results were subject to
large variations and were not found to be statistically
significant (6). Transferring conflict points to exit and
entrance ramps between the freeway and C-D road may also
result in exceeding the capacity of these ramps.
These many problem areas in selection of a C-D design
for or between complex interchanges of freeways resulted
In this research. The specific purpose of this study of
collector-distributor roads was to determine the cost-
effectiveness of C-D roads. The results of such a study
could be applied to determine when, where, and how the C-D
roads should be designed and employed.
Objectives which were to be met in the study were
1. To determine, from the standpoint of traffic
operations and safety, the conditions under which
a collector-distributor road is the most
advantageous design consistent with traffic
volumes, travel speeds and other pertinent
operational considerations.
2. To establish cost comparisons between interchanges
with collector-distributor roads and alternate
forms of design without C-D roads.
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3. To develop design standards for C-D roads
commensurate with anticipated travel speeds and
traffic volumes.
The scope of the study included:
1. A review of as many current design manuals of
state highway departments as could be obtained by
correspondence with state highway officials.
2. An analysis of replies to questions on C-D
facilities which had been included in question-
naires submitted to state highway departments and
major consulting design engineers in conjunction
with another highway research project of the
Joint Highway Research Project at Purdue University
on interchange designs and policies. Portions of
interviews with selected officials and consultants
performed as part of the interchange study which
concerned C-D facilities were also reviewed
and studied.
3. An operational and cost study of all pertinent
C-D roadways in the state of Indiana.
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CHAPTER IV
REVIEW OF DESIGN MANUALS AND RESPONSES FROM DESIGN ENGINEERS
In developing the work plan for this study, it was
felt a valuable source of information on criteria for use
of C-D roads and their design would be the design manuals
of the several states and the experience of design engineers
As a result the study included a review of as many design
manuals as could be obtained by correspondence and a review
of responses of design engineers to questions on C-D roads
contained in a questionnaire and in interviews conducted
for an interchange study made at Purdue in 1973.
Review of Design Manuals
The fifty state highway departments and commissions
were contacted and forty replied by sending appropriate
sections of design manuals or the entire manual. The
investigators were able to add four more from various
sources, bringing to forty-four the number of manuals
reviewed. Of this number, only twenty-three made specific
reference to interchanges and only nine included any
reference to collector-distributor roads.
24
The New York State Department of Transportation High-
way Design Manual outlines preferred design principles for
interchanges and specifics where collector-distributor
roads can be used to improve speed and capacity (37).
"Mini
reduc
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The State of Washington Design Manual (1972) describes
basic interchange patterns and includes several references
to collector-distributor roads, even detailing design
criteria for C-D roads (48).
"Either parallel auxiliary roads or collector-
distributor roads should be considered when it
is necessary to facilitate the operation of
near-capacity volumes between closely spaced
interchanges or ramp terminals. Where inner
loops are involved or where a series of
interchange ramps which cannot be cross
separated may otherwise require overlapping
of the speed change lanes, collector roads;n n ii
be required. (48, p. 3-25.01)may
"Cloverleaf designs often incorporate a
collector-distributor road to minimize signing
difficulties and to reduce weaving conflicts
where speed change lanes of the inner loop
overlap." (48, p. 3-25. 01-. 02)
"Weaving between closely spaced loop ramps
when adjacent to high speed highways, will
be accomplished by using C-D roads. Weaving
without C-D roads will be allowed on the low
speed crossroad." (48, p. 3-25.05(1))
Design standards for on and off connections are de-
tailed in the Washington State Design Manual and are in-
cluded in Appendix A. This manual recognizes, as do other
references, that collector-distributor roads improve
traffic operations under high volume or near capacity
conditions.
The Florida State Roadway Design Manual recommends
that full cloverleaf interchanges not be used for high
density highways because of unfavorable weaving conditions
introduced between loop ramps. ,
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"If this type interchange is proposed,
collector-distributor roads should be
considered." (11 , p. 28-1
)
The Oregon State Design Manual states:
"Collector-distributor roads may be used
to reduce traffic friction from several
entrance and exit connections, thereby
permitting higher speeds in the through
traffic lanes." (39, p. 158)
New Mexico's, Nevada's, and Colorado's design manuals
in the same words propose collector-distributor roads to
counteract the disadvantages of four quadrant cloverleaf
interchanges (36, 35, 9).
"A four-quadrant clover-leaf pattern may
incorporate a collector-distributor road
in the design, which will minimize signing
difficulties as well as weaving conflicts
where the inner-loop speed-change lanes
overlap. A collector-distributor road is
essentially a weaving section physically
separated from the through lanes, and whose
terminii are joined to the through lanes
by exit and entrance connections. Collector-
distributor roads also may be used as an
adjunct to a series of interchanges, when
close spacing of entrances and exits would
require overlapping of speed-change lanes."
(36, p. 7-503.3; 35, p. 2-602; 9, p. 5-3)
Several design manuals which detail collector-dis-
tributor road standards allow shorter merging or weaving
sections when C-D roads are employed. The distance between
successive ramp terminals is also generally described in a
Northwestern University Traffic Institute Publication as
fol lows:
"Minimum distances are predicated on the
principle of not allowing the maneuver
influence length of one ramp to overlap the
maneuver influence length of the succeeding
ramp." (38, p. 9)
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A more specific quantitative standard to promote this
design objective is also stated:
"In the case of two successive exits or
entrances on freeways, the spacing should
not be less than 1200 feet. Minimum
distances of 800 to 1200 feet in conjunction
with collector-distributor or major inter-
change roadways are appropriate." (38, p. 9)
Within the weaving sections of roadways the Traffic In-
stitute Publication suggests greater allowances when C-D
roads are used:
"Lengths of weaving sections should also be
checked for required minimum distance between
successive ramps. In the case of a weaving
section - an entrance ramp followed by an
exit ramp - the minimum distance should be
predicated on two non-overlapping maneuver
influence lengths; this calls for twice the
indicated lengths of 600 to 1200 feet, or
weaving section lengths on the order of 1800
to 2400 feet should be considered as minimum,
and on high-type collector-distributor (C-D)
roads, lengths of 1200 to 1500 feet. Weaving
may be removed from the freeway by the use of
C-D roads, or weaving may be completely eliminated
by introducing a grade-separation structure."
(38. p. 10)
Furthermore, the publication quotes the AASHO definition
of a collector-distributor road and states that "it (the
C-D road) provides greater capacity and permits higher
speeds to be maintained on the through traveled way."
(38, p. 10) and outlines general concepts to guide inter-
change spacing.
"Ramp frequency may be increased by: Criss-
cross ramp arrangements; Ramp groupings;
Use of C-D roads; and by a combination of
these." (38, p. 12)
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The Highway Capacity Manual dedicates one chapter
(seven) to weaving problems and design objectives. Oper-
ating characteristics of weaving sections are expressed
graphically and relationships between basic roadway levels
of service and quality of flow on weaving sections show a
lower quality of flow to be satisfactory on C-D roads (as
opposed to the highway proper) for the same level of service
The AASHO policy on design of urban highways and
arterial streets (1973) follows its definition of a
collector-distributor road with design applications:
"Collector-distributor roads may be provided
within a single interchange, through two
adjacent interchanges, or be continuous for
some distance along freeways, through several
interchanges. Care must be taken that the
connecting roadways between the freeway and
the collector-distributor road are properly
located and designed to assure that the
points of exit from the freeway to the
collector-distributor road and the points of
entry to the freeway from the collector-
distributor road do not become so over-
burdened with traffic that freeway operation
is adversely affected." (1, p. 583)
Where ramp terminals are closely spaced and where
there is weaving over inadequate distances on the freeway,
the AASHO Policy recommends C-D roads to remove the weaving.
Describing these conditions, the AASHO policy states:
"Unless the volume of traffic entering and
leaving the freeway is very light, there
will be a considerable amount of interference
with through traffic at locations such as
these. Such interference can be alleviated
by utilizing a collector-distributor road."
(1 . p. 583)
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The rural counterpart to the above policy statement
for urban highways is AASHO's "Policy on Geometric Design
of Rural Highways" (1965). That policy states that where
high speed or high volume, or both, must be accommodated,
traditional forms of interchange design may be "inadequate".
"In such case, the interference to through
traffic of the weaving and maneuvering of
entrance and exit traffic along a substantial
length may be eliminated by provision of a
separate one-way roadway. This arrangement
is known as a collector-distributor road and
has a definite advantage by removing the
weaving from the through lanes. Operationally
it is superior to the other arrangements. This
also has the advantage of placing the exit ramp
terminal on the rear side of the structure,
which arrangement may be desirable to maintain
a uniform pattern of exits along a freeway.
However, the cost is greater since it normally
requires longer overhead structures and
additional paving." (2, p. 543)
The several references to the C-D concept and design in
the state design manuals show extensive agreement about the
purposes and uses of collector-distributor roads. Many of
the state criteria for C-D roads are from the two AASHO
policy books. For weaving capacity design, the states
typically reference the Highway Capacity Manual. The
design policies suggested by the HCM and the AASHO
publications are generally accepted as state design policy
for collector-distributor roads in those states that in-
clude C-D roads in their design manuals.
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Review of Interviews tvith Design Engineers From
Six State Highway Departments
In conjunction with another Joint Highway Research
Project at Purdue University, interviews were held with
design engineers from six highway departments. The purpose
of the interviews was to review interchange design
principles in the six (Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Ohio,
Texas, and California) states. One question asked during
each interview was "What are your opinions toward the use
of collector-distributor roads?" The answers to that
question are summarized here.
Design engineers in the'^ State of Michigan indicated a
preference for single-lane exits and entrances on freeways.
To achieve this objective and in order to take weaving off
through lanes, collector-distributor roads are utilized.
The Highway Capacity Manual was referenced for evaluation
of weavi ng probl ems
.
Ohio design engineers indicated a dislike for two
exits and entrances because of resulting "tying up" of the
through roadways at cloverleafs without C-D roads. Ohio
engineers felt the tendency was toward increased use of
collector-distributors with cloverleaf designs in suburban
areas. The last several interchanges designed, they
reported, have been cloverleaf type designs and generally
with C-D roads.
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It was the opinion of one design engineer that if lane
balance were strictly followed on three lane expressways
with C-D roads at almost every interchange, the needed
lanes would vary on the mainline from three to two and then
back to three. He indicated that this type of design
tends to force some drivers to use the C-D road as a through
lane. However, lane balance theory is also dependent upon
a basic requirement for a certain number of lanes. Had
three lanes been continued through the interchange, the
problem of using the C-D roads as through lanes might not
have arisen. In other words, lane balance theory does not
dictate a lane drop through the interchange, as was implied
by the engineer. Another design engineer pointed out that
signing problems were fewer when C-D roads were applied.
Engineers from the State of Illinois felt that the
cloverleaf interchange with C-D roads was very costly,
because of the extra bridge cost, extra pavement cost and
right of way cost. Therefore, the only accepted reasons
for building C-D roads tend to be needed extra capacity
and to bridge closely spaced ramps. The criterion for
capacity is weaving volumes above 1200 vehicles per hour.
Collector-distributor roads are never used on partial
cloverleafs for uniformity; however the C-D is not
necessarily used on full cloverleafs to achieve uniformity.
C-D roads are used primarily for two purposes:
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1. To collect ramps in close proximity for signing
and to improve operations,
2. Or, as on the Dan Ryan Expressway , an integrated
system of C-D roads to isolate interference from
through traffic.
The C-D is favored as an ideal to make cloverleafs
more acceptable because they remove weaving from the main-
line. In cases where improvement was needed on cloverleafs,
the C-D design was preferred over directional ramps as a
more practical solution. Closely spaced ramps such as those
found in urban areas were cited as another application of
C-D roads.
In Texas it was generally felt that even with C-D
roads, cloverleafs do not provide enough capacity in urban
areas except for minimal traffic conditions. However, two
engineers expressed opinions that C-D roads should be
standardized. They noted that collector-distributor roads
will protect movements on main lanes only but when such
protection improves overall performance, it is an acceptable
warrant. When dual-dual type, continuous C-D roads, were
used Texas preferred the possible infrequent connections
to the through lanes. Weaving was evaluated by a level of
service analysis and weaving capacity derived from the
Highway Capacity Manual.
California has been using C-D roads in conjunction with
cloverleafs more frequently than most states, and several
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design engineers praised C-D roads "v/hen used in the right
situations". One engineer said that C-D roads were being
provided in almost all cloverleafs so that loop movements
and v/eaving could be accomplished at slower speeds on the
C-D. Collector-distributor roads were also used to handle
large volumes of interchanging traffic, but engineers pointed
out that they did not like short weaving sections on the C-D
road. Minimum criteria for driver decision points was
600 feet to 800 feet, based on driver reaction and signing.
One design expert said that there was a serious weaving
problem associated with cloverleaf interchanges but that
weaving does not produce accidents, as a majority of
accidents occur at gore areas. Another engineer said that
all cloverleafs now either have C-D roads or are designed
for future C-D roads. He promoted the single exit policy,
indicating that there should be no cloverleafs without C-D
roads. Where acceptable weaving distances (1600') were
not obtainable, C-D roads were recommended, with a 600'
minimum requirement for signing. Two of the major concerns
in determining the use of C-D roads were room and money.
One engineer expressed the preference to have the C-D lanes
contiguous to the freeway for flexibility. His preference
was for 1700' weave sections but he noted that it was not
uncommon to have 400' weave sections. He felt that this
was "entirely inadequate". He said that since it was im-
practical to get adequate weaving lengths at four-quadrant
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cloverleafs, at least the C-D performed the function of
isolation of traffic by operation (weaving and non-weaving)
and speed (through versus maneuvering). C-D roads were
not generally thought appropriate on local low-volume
interchanges .
Review of Questionnaires of Consultants
The review of design manuals and interviews with state
design officials was supplemented by results of a question-
naire sent to twenty-one consultants who specialize in
highway design. The questionnaire also was done in con-
junction with the already noted other Joint Highway Research
Project on Interchange Design. Again the one question
"When would you use C-D roads?" provided answers to some
of the objectives of this study.
Of the nine respondents, three appeared to define the
term C-D roads as a type of frontage road. The remaining
six consultants indicated that situations in which
collector-distributor application might be beneficial were
(the numbers indicate number of consultants providing that
answer)
:
a) Improved weaving patterns - 4
b) Improved capacity - 4
c) Improved speed - 1
d) Higher turning volumes (capacity) in conjunction
with cloverleafs - 3
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e) Low volume, f reeway-to-f reev;ay interchanges - 1
and f) To remove weaving from the freeway - 2.
36
CHAPTER V
DATA COLLECTION AND DESIGN OF THE OPERATIONAL STUDY
Collector-distributor roads are 1n operation at the
following locations in the state of Indiana: (Figure 6,
Location Map)
1. 1-65 and 38th Street in Indianapolis (between
interchanges)
2. 1-65 from Eastern Boulevard, Clarksville, to the
Ohio River (1.5 miles - continuous) (SB and NB:
one exit and one entrance from the through road-
way. )
3. 1-65 and US-52 Northwest of Lebanon (protection
of weaving maneuver)
4. 1-465 and lOth Street, West of Indianapolis
(Cloverleaf with C-D on West side)
5. 1-69 and Ind. 32 and Ind. 67 between Anderson and
Muncie (Chesterfield - between closely spaced
interchanges)
6. 1-465 and Ind. 100 and 56th Street (complex inter-
change)
7. 1-69 and S.R. 37 (Fishers at 116th Street -




Upon examination of traffic volumes at the 38th
Street facility (Kessler Boulevard) and by observation of
its operation, this interchange, although by definition
C-D equipped, was dropped from the study of C-D roads.
The volumes of traffic at the four cross-over points (one
ingress and one egress per each of two C-D roads) were very
low in comparison with the traffic on both 1-65 (38th St.)
and on C-D lanes (Figure 12a). Operationally, this facility
performed more as two parallel roads than a C-D equipped
freeway. In addition, an intersecting local street (Guion
Road) on both the north and south C-D roads added the
possibility of completely different conflicts and travel
characteristics on those sections of roadway. The site
was not representative of a C-D road for the purposes of
this study.
The Louisville site was peculiar in that it was much
longer (1.5 miles) than any other C-D road in the state
and was continuous through two interchanges, both of which
had fairly light volumes (Figure 12b). The design conditions
included a high proportion of weaving movements and very
heavy pulsed traffic flow (commutation to or from Louisville,
depending upon the time of day) across the Clark Memorial
Bridge.
The weaving movements at this Louisville site were
seen to be numerous lane changes, more than were associated
with entrances and exits at the two interchanges. During
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peak hours there was relatively more traffic using the
interchanges, indicating that much of the traffic is
commuting from Jef fersonvi 1 1 e , Indiana. The C-D roads at
Jef fersonvi 1 1 e were also thought by ISHC engineers to
carry a number of through movements for 1-65 and the
difference in scale of the C-D facility and the fact that
it was in an urban area made it impractical for comparison
of costs for the economic justification study. Although
the peculiarities were sufficient to warrant special design
considerations , they also made the facility so much
different from the other C-D sites in Indiana that it was
eliminated from the C-D sample. The collector-distributor
roads and interchanges at this location, however, may
provide an excellent model for a case study of C-D roads
on a subjective basis due to its unique design and function.
Thus, five C-D equipped interchanges remained in the
study sample to represent collector-distributor design
and use. The facilities and sites are as follows:
1. 1-465 and Ind. ino and 56th Street (East of
Indianapolis) (Figure 7)
2. 1-465 and 10th Street (West of Indianapolis)
(Figure 8)
3. 1-69 and S.R. 37 (Fishers) (Figure 9)
4. 1-69 and S.R. 32 and S.R. 67 (Chesterfield)
(Figure 10)
5. 1-65 and U.S. 52 (Northwest of Lebanon) (Figure 11)
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FIGURE 7= AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF INTERCHANGE 1465
AND 56^^ STREET WITH S.R. 100
FIGURE 8= AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF INTERCHANGE 1465
AND 10^*^ STREET
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FIGURE 9= AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF INTERCHANGE 169
AND S.R. 37
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FIGURE 10= AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF INTERCHANGE 169,
S.R.32 AND S.R.67
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FIGURE Ih AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH OF INTERCHANGE 165
AND U.S. 52
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FIGURE I2q= aerial PHOTOGRAPH
OF INTERCHANGE 165 AT
JEFFERSONVILLE
FIGURE 12b AERIAL PHOTOGRAPH
OF INTERCHANGE
STREET
I 65 AND 28 th
FIGURE 12= THE TWO C-D INTERCHANGES
THE STUDY
EXCLUDED FROM
The five collector-distributor equipped interchanges
were chosen as the population of sites in Indiana at which
a C-D design has been implemented because of design
peculiarities, e.g., where weaving movements were thought
to be exceptionally critical. Three interchanges were
also chosen to compare with the C-D equipped interchanges
(Figure 6, location map):
6. 1-74 West at 1-465 (Figure 6. #6)
7. 1-69 and Ind. 37 at 1-465 (Figure 6. #7)
8. 1-70 East of Indianapolis at 1-465 (Figure 6, #8)
Sampling for the above was not randomized because it was
intended that this study appjy to a generalized type of
collector-distributor road which is defined by its
operation and not by its physical design. The three inter-
changes chosen to represent non-C-D equipped interchanges
were selected intentionally and not at random because of
the necessity of duplicating operation and design conditions
between C-D and non-C-D sites as much as possible.
Interchanges were selected for the "nul 1 -al ternati ve"
(without C-D roads) sample with the advice of ISHC design
engineers. Airphotos, traffic volumes, construction plans
and cost figures were collected and analyzed for both C-D
and non-C-D interchanges.
A pilot study was designed for the purpose of testing
data collection procedures and defining investigation
methods. The pilot study was conducted at one of the
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collector-distributor locations during the month of May,
1973, to develop the procedure for noting and recording.
The incidents analysis was also to serve as additional
information about the actual quality of operation.
The site chosen for the pilot study was the 1-465
interchange with 56th Street and State Road 100, east of
Indianapolis. The 56th Street site had sufficient volume
of traffic for the study and is a fairly typical con-
figuration for a collector-distributor road.
After completion of the pilot study, the remaining
sites were studied in random order 'by implementing the
techniques which had been finalized during the pilot study.
Traffic volumes are collected and reported regularly
on freeway through movements and ramp movements at ewery
interchange along Interstate highways and state roads in
Indiana by the Indiana State Highway Commission. The file
containing these data is periodically revised and is
current and well organized. Counts are taken by a pneumatic
tube-activated traffic volume recorder and are raw counts
(48 hour count, divided by 2).
Accident data were collected from the Indiana State
Police Department, Accident Records Division, whose records
of accidents on interstate highways have been filed by
(a) the interstate highway on which the accident occurred
(including ramps at interstate highway interchanges),
(b) the county in which the accident occurred, (c) townships.
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and (d) chronological order, separated by year. The fatal
accidents are kept in a separate file with the same
arrangement of data. The basis for collecting three years'
(January 1, 1971 to December 31, 1973) accident data was
a study by May (27) which states that a three year accident
history is required to reduce the possibility of encountering
unusual results, and that little confidence is gained by
further increasing the period of observation.
Although the quality of operation is rouqhly
indicated by accident records for each interchange
under study, the number of reported accidents during three
years (the period of accident study) was too small in
comparison to the number of vehicles using the interchange
to get a statistically valid comparison between inter-
changes. In an attempt to circumvent the inability of
reported accident data to give the desired information,
photographic equipment (Appendix B) was used to record
erratic maneuvers within the zone of influence of each
interchange. It was believed such maneuvers, which might
lead to incidents, near misses, minor and unreported
accidents, or in more serious and rare cases to reportable
accidents, would more closely parallel driver difficulty.
Hence, an analysis of erratic maneuvers was included as
an element of operational evaluation.
Data collection on erratic maneuvers was completed in
November, 1973, using a time-lapse photographic unit
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(recording on 16 mm color film at 1-second intervals) to
record traffic operations which do not end up on the
accident ledgers, but may indicate that some problem or
void in signing or design may exist.
The difficulties usually inherent in ground-mounted
oblique photography were overcome by taking advantage of
the ramp design to elevate and at the same time to conceal
the photographic equipment, since it was thought that
knowledge of the camera's presence might effect a driver's
approach or reaction to the interchange. This assumption
was borne out to some extent, in that occasionally vehicles
approaching the camera would use their horns and/or wave
to the camera operator or otherwise indicate that the
camera was visible. There was no evidence that those
moving away from the camera knew of the camera's presence
or reacted as if they did, with the exception of the
vehicles entering the C-D from the ingress ramp. The
camera was sometimes exposed to observation from this
vantage point, but since it was almost impossible to hide
the camera from every lane of traffic it was thought that
these vehicles would be moving more slowly and, upon
entering the possible conflict of a merge or weaving
maneuver, would not dwell upon the camera's presence,
checking their speed or braking as might those on the C-D
or freeway through lanes.
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Filming was not begun until after several observations
of operations at each interchange. A stop v/atch was used
to record progressive changes in traffic volumes to deter-
mine approximately the peak and off-peak periods at each
interchange. It was thought by investigators that using
the same time of day for each interchange for filming
would not necessarily show peak vs. non-peak conditions,
because several of the interchanges were rural in nature
and were various distances from the sources of peak hour
volumes. After this determination was made for each of
the eight study sites (5 C-D and 3 non-C-D interchanges),
several points from which to film were selected and the
position which gave the most comprehensive picture of
operations was chosen from these. All filming was done
from the upstream side of traffic in order to provide a
view of brake activation, as indicated by time and
duration of brake light activation.
The time-lapse camera was usually activated for
periods of one hour or slightly longer than one hour,
off-peak and peak hours were included in the erratic
maneuver analysis in equal amounts and were pooled to
provide a view of average erratic maneuvers per hour,
least one observation (hour) each was taken of peak and
off-peak traffic on two separate days at each of the eight
study sites. Only two days' data, however, were analyzed




s^te). The numbers of vehicles observed during these
periods at their respective sites are tabulated in the
Analysis section of this report.
Construction costs associated with the five collector-
distributor equipped interchanges and the three non-C-D
interchanges utilized in this study were collected and
analyzed for economic purposes. Construction costs are
maintained by the Indiana State Highway Commission on ISHC
Comparison of Estimates Construction Records (Form IC642),
but there was little continuity in the information listed.
Methods of reporting varied greatly, as did the quality
of reporting. Nevertheless, all pertinent information
was obtainable from those records and is presented in a
comparison of initial construction costs of both collector-
distributor and non-collector-distributor interchanges.
This comparison was intended to provide a determination
in economic terms of the amount of increase in construction





Traffic volumes at the study Interchanges were obtained
for the period for which accident data were analyzed. These
volumes appear in Figures 13 through 22 and in Table 4. The
base data from which the ADT volumes were estimated were
traffic volume counts taken by the Indiana State Highway
Commission during the years 1971 and 1972. Factors from
the state's permanent counters on interstate highways were
used to adjust the data to 1972 volumes, the mid-year of
the accident data. The same volumes were used in the
erratic maneuver analysis although these data were collected
in 1973. Adjustment of the volumes to 1973 levels would
have resulted in so little change that it was felt to be
insi gni f i cant
.
Accident Analysis
The analysis of collector-distributor roads included
a study of accidents occurring at the five C-D locations
and three locations without collector-distributor roads.
Indiana law requires that accidents be reported if
property damage exceeds one hundred dollars, or if any
Lane I 9314 J
Lone 2 10^62
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FIGURE 14= TRAFFIC VOLUMES AT INTERCHANGE




FIGURE 15= TRAFFIC VOLUMES AT INTERCHANGE






FIGURE 16= TRAFFIC VOLUMES AT INTERCHANGE







FIGURE I7- TRAFFIC VOLUMES AT INTERCHANGE






























FIGURE 20= TRAFFIC VOLUMES AT INTERCHANGE
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FIGURE 2I-- TRAFFIC VOLUMES AT INTERCHANGE







FIGURE 22= TRAFFIC VOLUMES AT INTERCHANGE
1-465 a 1-70 (SITE N0.8,ADT)
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TABLE 4
TRAFFIC VOLUMES (1972 ADT) AT THE EIGHT










1-465 at 56th St. 51 ,111
and S.R. 100
1-465 at 10th St. 87,183
1-69 at S.R. 37 24,143
1-69 at S.R. 67 and 25,515
S.R. 32
1-65 with U.S. 52 23,656
1-465 at 1-74 75,211
1-465 at 1-69 and 47,122
S.R. 37
1-465 at 1-70 79,274
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personal injuries are sustained in the accident. However,
accident records indicated that a small number of the re-
ported accidents showed neither property loss nor personal
injury. There were also undoubtedly accidents occurring in
the time span covered by this study which should have been
reported, but were not, because those involved either mis-
judged the extent of damage or neglected to report it. In
spite of these expected inconsistencies, the accident data
were assumed to be complete and accurate for the purpose
of this analysis .
During the accident study, it became evident that the
facility at the I-65-US 52 interchange at Lebanon (Figure
17) was not a typical C-D interchange. The C-D roadway
operated also as a parallel road for US 52, carried very
low volumes and hence had little weaving, the crossroad
structures were outside the C-D roadway and did not provide
their typical influence on design and operation and the
number of accidents on the C-D facility was zero for the
three-year period. As a result this C-D equipped inter-
change was removed from the C-D sample and further analysis
The total number of accidents during the three year
period was 402, distributed by year at the seven inter-
changes as shown in Table 5. Fatalities resulted in 1.3
percent of the accidents (eight persons died in five
accidents) and 22.8 percent resulted in injuries (92
accidents resulted in 116 injuries).
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The total number of accidents at each interchange re-
mained fairly stable over the three year observation period
Traffic volume increase on Indiana highways has been
approximating a four percent growth in traffic volumes per
year, but if there was such increased traffic it did not
show up in increased accidents. On the contrary, 1971 was
the year of the largest number of accidents (153), while
the accidents in 1972 and 1973 were close (122 and 127
respectively). The reduction cannot be explained in terms
of the relative newness of the C-D facilities, either,
because the biggest difference in accidents by year
occurred at two of the three non-C-D interchanges.
The accident data were displayed on collision diagrams
of the seven interchanges and were classified by type. It
was found that all of the accidents could be classified
into fourgeneral types:
1 ) Lost control
2 ) M e r g i n g
3) Rear end col 1 ision
4) Weaving
The data for all three years were pooled to produce
the accident percentages shown in Table 6, "The Percentage
of Total Reported Accidents by Type at Each Study Site" and
Table 7, "Accident Rates by Type (Number of Accidents Per
100 Million Vehicles) ."
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The numbers of injuries and fatalities at each of the
interchanges v/ere also recorded, but these numbers v.ere so
small that their statistical value is questionable. Hov;-
ever, because of their relative importance to the public
and to highway officials, injuries and fatalities were
listed and categorized in the study. The rates of accidents,
injuries and fatalities (per 100 million vehicles) are
given in Table 8, "The Rates of Accidents, Injuries and
Fatalities for the Period January, 1971 - December, 1973".
Figure 23 is a graphical representation of the relation-
ship between accidents for the three-year period (1971-1973)
and ADT at the seven interchanges and Figure 24 depicts the
relationship of accident rates to ADT.
An evident feature of Figure 23 (showing the number
of accidents versus volume) is that the two populations of
interchanges seem to follow the same trend. Accident rate
(expressed in accidents per 100 million vehi cl es ), however
(Figure 24), shows no apparent trend relative to ADT. That
is, the higher volume interchanges did not experience more
accidents per 100 million vehicles than did lower volume
interchanges in the range from approximately 20,000
vehicles per day to 90,000 vehicles per day. The Figures
do show the considerable variability in numbers of
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The next step in the analysis was to compare accident
rates at the C-D equipped interchanges with those at the
non-C-D equipped facilities. The t-test was used for a
statistical comparison of the accident rates. Use of this
test requires that the variances of the populations being
sampl ed be equal .
Before checking the variances for equality, the
accident distributions were plotted for normality. In
such small sample sizes as in this study, judgement of
the population distribution can be based upon either the
distribution of the study sample or can be inferred from
past observations of larger populations. Accident distri-
butions for all interchanges of these types wore not
available, therefore the Shapiro-Wilk W test was used
to test accident rates per 100 million vehicles and the
distribution of accident rates for both interchange types
was found to be normal at the a = 0.10 (W = 0.916).
The accident rate data were checked for homogeneity
of variance and were found to be not significantly
different. The hypothesis that the four collector-distri-
butor interchanges had equal population means was not
rejected at the a = 0.05 level (t statistic = 2.571
versus t calculated 0.396). This indicates that the mean
accident rate per year at the collector-distributor
equipped interchanges (92.78) was not significantly
different than the mean accident rate per year where C-D
roads were not employed (98.86), at the a = 0.05.
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In comparing the difference in accident rates by
type, no significant differences were found in lost con-
trol, rear end, or merging accidents. The difference
between means of weaving accident rates also was not
found to be significant at the a = 0.05 nor 0.10 levels,
but it was judged significant at the a = 0.15 level of
significance. The t statistic was found to be 1.34 with
a pooled standard deviation of 7.30.
Calculations for injury and fatality occurrence
were similar to those for accidents and produced no
significant differences in the numbers of injuries and
fatalities. The number of injuries at collector-distri-
butor road interchanges averaged 30.50 per interchange,
compared to a 56.92 average for non-C-D locations. This
87 percent higher number of injuries at non-C-D over
C-D sites hardly seems coincidental, however the cal-
culated t statistic for injuries was t = 0.93, (not
significantata=0.20).
A second comparison of the accident data was based
on fitting a common straight line by the method of
least squares to accidents for both interchange types
and predicting the number of accidents that would occur
76
at a common volume. The regression equation for the
fitted line was not forced through zero and it was neither
extrapolated to low (under 20,000) nor high (over 90,000)
ADTs.
The mean value of ADT for all interchanges was
51,700 with a standard deviation of 26,300 for the seven
cases. To project all accidents at a standard inter-
change volume of 50,000 ADT, which is a close approxima-
tion of the mean ADT value, the actual values of Y
(accidents) were projected either up (for negative
residuals) or down (for positive residuals) a line
through the original data points and with the same slope
as the prediction regression line. The purpose of this
was to compare the accident histories of the interchanges
if the number of accidents were based on the same inter-
change volume for all cases. Accident rates are
different than those computed for the 1972 interchange
traffic volumes. The estimated numbers of accidents at
the respective interchanges are shown graphically in
Figure 25 and quantitatively in Table 9.
The mean of adjusted accidents is 50.53 (accidents
per interchange at 50,000 ADT) with standard deviation
24.84. The number of accidents at the seven study sites
was adjusted to a base ADT of 50,000 by the formula:
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where x is the actual ADT at an interchange, ff Acc^ is
the number of accidents at x ADT, and # AcCcq is the
predicted number of accidents at ADT 50,000.
Therefore, if the (x) ADT was greater than 50,000
the difference (50,000-x) was negative and the number of
accidents at 50,000 ADT was less than the number of
acci dents at (x ) ADT
.
The mean number of accidents adjusted to base 50,000
ADT was 50.18 for the sample of four C-D equipped inter-
changes and 51.02 for the non-C-D sample of three. That
the C-D interchanges were predicted to experience an
average of 0.84 fewer accidents per interchange over a
three year period (0.28 per year) was not found to be
statistically significant (at the a = 0.05 level).
This finding is in agreement with the earlier studies
by Cirillo et al (6) of accident rates on collector-
distributor facilities with higher volumes.
Analysis of Erratic (Maneuvers
The results of the accident data comparison showed
that the sample sizes used were too small for data with
such large variances. In order to show a statistically
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significant difference between means of accidents of ten
accidents in the three year observation period at the C-D
and non-C-D interchanges with the observed variances, the
available sample sizes would have to be approximately 100
interchanges of each type (a = 0.10, B = 0.10) or a
minimum of 35 of each type at a = 0.10 if the probability
of a type two error is 50 percent (3 = 0.50). This com-
parison cannot be found in Indiana, as it has collector-
distributor roadways at only seven interchanges. This
problem of comparison was expected to exist at the outset
of the study and a more meaningful measure of driver
difficulties was sought to replace accident data.
A study of erratic maneuvers was designed to be a
more sensitive indicator of the quality of traffic operation
at the seven study sites and analysis of such maneuvers
was sought as a meaningful representation of driver
difficulty. Time -lapsed films were taken of peak and
off-peak hours of traffic operations and the selected hours
of film were reduced by identifying and counting the number
of erratic maneuvers, evasive actions, irregular braking
activity, and other abnormal traffic operations. Some of
the operations which were thought to be erratic were easily
identified and could be objectively qualified by type. Such
typical erratic maneuvers, evasive actions, and peculiar
driving behavior which were observed in analysis of
operations of the study sites were:
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Type 1. Stopping on the C-D or ramp
2. Stopping on the mainline
3. Backing on the C-D (including wrong-way
maneuvers)
4. Backing on the ramp (including wrong-way
movements)
5. Backing on the mainline (including wrong- way
movements )
Determination of vehicle operations which fit each of
the above descriptions was fairly concise and would be
consistent among several analyzers of the same data. One
gray area was in determination of whether the stopping
part of a backing movement should be included as a separate
movement. After several such movements were viewed,
stopping only and stopping with backing were seen to be
different maneuvers and were separated and the stopping
part of a backing movement was not enumerated as a separate
stopping maneuver. Only one bona-fide wrong way movement
was observed during the many hours of filming, therefore,
wrong way movements were included in the backing categories
Unfortunately, additional erratic maneuvers were seen
during reduction of the film data which could not be de-
fined in a manner which would be determined reasonably the
same by more than one analyst of the data. The subjective
nature of these categories of data was considerable, making
them difficult to compare between interchanges but neither
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could they be ignored. All erratic maneuvers of these
categories were recorded under several headings, but in
the final analysis they were grouped together. An example
of one type of such subjective erratic maneuver which might
also show the difference of these data from the "hard and
fast" objective categories was a merging maneuver. An
operator might effect such a maneuver in a very short
distance and not jeopardize the stability of his vehicle.
However, should such an action on his part interfere with
the safe operation of other vehicles, his maneuver would
be defined by most observers as erratic. If his maneuver
was not unsafe, yet another operator decelerated or
braked, agreement on which maneuvers were erratic and
which were not would be difficult to establish. The only
way to adequately determine such categories would be to
interview all of the operators involved. Since such
interviews were impossible to obtain, the determination of
erratic maneuvers in such cases was the subjective opinion
of the film investigator. Maneuvers which were included
in these subjective categories were large differential
speed between vehicles (marginal friction), very short
headways relative to travel speed, erratic brake activation,
and improper or unsafe changes of lanes, weaving, etc.
Another difficulty in the erratic maneuver analysis
was the inability of the investigators to quantify the
general types of erratic movements for their relative
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potential to cause driver difficulties. Some of the
movements may have higher probabilities than others to
cause difficulties and different degrees of difficulties
may arise from different maneuvers. However, vn'th the
method of analysis used, the movements could not be
objectively v/eightod for their probability to cause
difficulties, and they were simply totaled.
The lengths of the collector-distributor interchanaes
also posed difficulties in stationing the photographic
equipment in a way that equivalent data could be collected
at each interchange to form a base for comparison of C-D
and non-C-D interchanges. All non-C-D interchanges were
relatively short and it was possible*to observe all move-
ments in one direction throughout the entire length of
the interchange. At several of the collector-distributor
interchanges, however, the lengths were much longer or
alinement, topography, or man-made structures interferred
with one camera's being able to record all through
operations for the total distance of the interchange. In
some instances even two cameras could not have recorded
all of the desired information. At some of the sites,
operation of an individual vehicle could be traced through-
out the entire interchange, yet at others only a portion
of the total movement could be seen. To compare inter-
changes on such a basis would have been unrealistic, for
it would in effect have compared all of the erratic
84
maneuvers at one interchange with part of those at another.
It was found that the five categories described as
"objective" almost always occurred at portions of the inter-
changes which were observed.
Visual observation of the operation of the seven inter-
changes showed a very large proportion of the stopping
"movements" over which the driver had some control (ex-
cluding mechanical difficulties, that is) to occur on the
mainline at or just after the core area or directly under
a structure and stopping on C-D roads and ramps to occur
at the earliest possible opportunity after the ingress.
Thus, the same basis for stopping maneuvers was avai 1 abl e
.
In the cases of backing movements, most of these also
occurred just after an exit. It was apparent in a few of
these instances that drivers had missed their intended
exit and tried to correct their error. All observed
backing movements occurred within one or two hundred feet
of the exit gore.
A table of erratic maneuvers by type was produced from
the data and is presented in Table 10 with the samples of
vehicles observed. Approximately one-tenth of the ADT at
each study site was used for the sample for erratic
maneuver data, then the observed sample size was used to
factor the observed number of erratic maneuvers to a
typical interchange ADT. The numbers of erratic maneuvers
could not be based upon the same 100 million vehicles as
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were accidents because accidents are less frequent and are
based on a much larger population of vehicles than are
erratic maneuvers. In order to compare erratics rates which
are on the same basis, the approximate average ADT volume
for the study sites (50,000) which was used in the second
accident comparison was also used for erratic maneuvers
comparison. The rates of erratics relative to this base
ADT are depicted in Table 11.
The rates of stopping and backing movements were
highest in two of the interchanges which had the lowest
volumes. A possible explanation for this occurrence might
be in the rural nature of these two interchanges. Because
of lower volumes at these two sites and because of the
increased opportunity to stop at the C-D interchanges,
operators possibly found stopping to be convenient or less
restricted than it would be at a busy interchange. In
addition, it may be that the proximity of service stations,
rest areas, etc. to most urban interchanges encourages
drivers to use those facilities instead of taking the
chance of being involved in some conflict.
The less objectively defined erratic maneuvers were
also relatively high at the two low-volume interchanges,
yet one high-volume interchange experienced by far the
highest number of this type of erratic maneuver. This
non-C-D interchange which had the highest number of erratics
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rolling site. The numbers of accidents at the same site
were also very large, especially those accidents associated
with weaving in that particular section of the interchange.
The average numbers of erratic maneuvers was larger
at the C-D sites (213.31 per interchange of types 1-4) than
it was at non-C-D interchanges (124.21). However, if the
two low-volume interchanges are not included, the averages
are less with C-D roads (100.56).
Analysis of Interchange Costs
The plan to compare the construction costs of a typical
interchange having a collector-distributor road with the
construction costs for a typical interchange (for instance,
a four-quadrant cloverleaf) without a collector-distributor
proved difficult t'o design. The small sample size of
interchanges with collector-distributor roads and the
variation between the designs, their size and complexity,
traffic distribution requirements, and topography produced
little confidence in averages based upon the observed
interchanges, . Although the size of the sample of inter-
change without C-D roads was even smaller (three observations),
it was subject to less variation due to the process of
selection.
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The economic factors which were considered for the
interchange were (1) initial costs, (2) maintenance costs,
and (3) vehicle operating costs. These three factors
served as the basis for the economic justification study.
Analysis of Construction Costs
Review of the literature pertaining to collector-
distributor road use did not reveal a detailed study of two
alternative designs, one interchange equipped with C-D roads
and the other without. Likewise, no two such alternatives
could be found in the State of Indiana which experienced
the same topographic, locatio-nal, or traffic situations.
The most ideal comparison was not available, therefore, in
which designs could be compared for differences solely
because of the influence of an added C-D road. Some of the
major design features which were recorded for the seven
study sites are summarized in Table 12, showing differences
between interchanges within both types as well as between
types of interchange. The features common to more than one
interchange are also shown.
Construction cost comparisons were made preliminarily
from the same sample of four collector-distributor inter-
changes versus three non-C-D interchanges, based upon unit
price bids and final quantity estimates of 111 commonly
used contract bid items.
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Contract items are specified in detail by the Indiana
State Highway Commission, thus expediting the reporting and
comparison of phases of construction by contract item. it
v/as found in this stage of the construction cost comparison
that a v/ide range of essentially similar or equal contract
items which are acceptable to the ISHC may be used in a
specified application. For instance, there are several
types of guardrail, pipe, or inlet which may satisfactorily
serve a given application. This condition and the present
contract bid item reporting system made computer comparison
of construction costs virtually impossible. The recorded
unit prices and quantities of the 111 contract bid items
arepresonted in Append fxC.
Upon examination of the average project construction
costs, the C-D equipped interchange was found to suffer a
cost disadvantage. The average total cost of the four C-D
equipped interchanges was $6,046,000 versus $3,507,000 for
the three non-C-D interchanges. Ranges were from $3,780,000
to $8,576,000 in the first category and $2,336,000 to
$4,679,000 in the second. Because of the large variance in
total project costs because of site conditions, a comparison
of the 111 contract bid items typically included was made.
This also provided information on which items produced large
or significant differences in quantities with various designs
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The sum of the average unit prices of the 111 contract
bid items multiplied by the averaqe quantities of the same
bid items to obtain the average cost of C-D and non-C-D
interchanges differed slightly from the average of the total
cost of the interchanges for the tv/o samples.
The sum of average unit prices multiplied by average
quantities for the C-D interchanges was $3,620,886 or
$80'1,664 (29 percent) more than the sum of those costs for
non-C-D facilities (2,816,222). When unit prices were
multiplied by quantities for each interchange and then
averaged, C-D interchange costs were found to be slightly
higher (under 5 percent) than the total of the averages,
while in non-C-D facilities the cost figures thusly was
$700,000 or 20 percent more than the total of the averages.
The average area required for non-C-D interchanges was
62.90 acres while C-D equipped facilities averaged 67.15
acres. The averaqe width of C-D facilities (less ramps)
was only 80 feet greater than that of non-C-D equipped
interchanges. Interchanges with C-D roads were wider in
the C-D sections when the same total number of lanes were
present due to the lane separator.
After the collection of unit bid prices and final
quantity estimates on contract items for the seven inter-
changes (4 with C-D and 3 without C-D) under study, a
comparison of these items was to produce objective evidence
to support or to contradict the assumption (which was thought
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to be a safe one) that longer span lengths on structures,
more pavement, and more ri ght-of-v;ay on C-D roads produced
a more costly design. As it turned out, the assumption v/as
not always true and discussion with Indiana State Highway
Officials explained why this was the case. Unit prices bid
and paid are highly dependent upon the amount of work of a
certain type within a region and how badly the bidding
contractors want the contract. As quantities increase the
unit cost may decrease, depending upon available technology
and contracting methods. For example, the per length cost
of a structure may decrease if no extra spans are required
to span an increased distance. This does not mean that an
absolute decrease in total price necessarily occurs but
the total cost increase may not be as great as it might
appear. One structure at a C-D site was less costly to
construct than a shorter structure at a non-C-D site which
was constructed to approximately the same standards and at
approximately the same time and in the same regional
location.
ISHC design engineers indicated that the cost of pave-
ment, longer structure span lengths, additional right-of-way,
etc., required for just the C-D portion of a C-D equipped
interchange could not be assumed to account for all of the
increased cost of a C-D facility over that of a non-C-D
interchange. Since none of the existing designs provided
the needed total comparison under similar design conditions.
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it was decided that an idealized cloverleaf interchange on
level topography v/ould be easier to both visualize and to
quantify while serving as a model from which more specific
design conditions might also be compared.
A second comparison, therefore, was made of construction
cost differences of two idealized interchanges, one with a
collector-distributor road on both sides of the major free-
way at a four-quadrant cloverleaf interchange and a similar
interchange without C-D roads. The values applied in the
comparison were derived from average lengths and widths of
pavement, R.O.W., etc. found in the two design types in this
study ,
Cross sections were generated for every minor change in
mainline cross section and estimates were made of bid items
by quantity and average price per foot of roadway. Represent-
ative cross sections for the C-D equipped interchange and
cross sections for the standard four-quadrant cloverleaf
interchange are included in Figure 26.
Figure 27 shows major measurements of the two idealized
interchanges. Figure 27a has three twelve feet wide through
lanes and a twelve feet wide weaving section. Figure 27b
has two twelve feet wide collector-distributor lanes to the
right of three twelve feet wide freeway lanes on each side
of the median. In addition, the collector-distributor
interchange is equipped v/ith a sixteen feet wide lane

































































FIGURE 27 o WITHOUT C-D ROADS
FIGURE 27 b WITH C-0 ROAOS
FIGURE 2 7 MEASUREMENTS ON TWO IDEALISED CLOVERLEAF INTERCHANGES
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The first cross section was taken at the center of the
major cross structure. Half of this cross section is
depicted in Figure 26 and typical differences between the
two designs are listed in Table 13. The pavement dimensioned
by "A" in both figures is three 12' freeway through lanes
for a total width of 36 feet. "B" in Figure 26 is a 12'
wide weaving lane. The pavement labeled "C" represents a
two-lane C-D road. The section labeled "D" in the lower
figure depicts the 16 feet wide lane separator and its
appurtenances. Because of the span length, an extra pier
is included in the C-D interchange.
The cross section width for the C-D interchange, taken
along the median of the intersecting roadway, was 2520
feet including the loop and outer ramps. For the non-C-D
design it was also 2520 feet, 2440 of which was within the
interchange and an additional 40' section of highway on
each side to provide the same overall width of 2520 feet.
Additional cross sections were drawn at every major change
in cross section and quantities and costs of construction
items were determined.
The typical collector-distributor interchange was
found to cost $4,045,000 for its 4900 feet length. For the
3500 feet long non-C-D facility plus 1400 feet of freeway
(to make the comparison correctly) those costs were
$3,493,000. The C-D interchange required $552,000 more of
initial construction costs than the non-C-D interchange.
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TABLE 13
DESIGN DETAILS OF CROSS-SECTION OF TWO
INTERCHANGE TYPES AT CENTER LINE OF CROSS STRUCTRUES
a) Features common to both.
1. Number of freev/ay lanes on each side of
mediam -- three.
2. Width of lanes -- 12 feet,
3. Average radius of interior (left-turning)
ramps -- 200 feet (199.87 feet).
4. Width of all ramps -- 16 feet.
5. Average length of right-turning ramps --
1 ,275 feet.
6. Width of median -- 32 feet.
b) Features required for only C-D interchange.
1. Tv/o 12 foot C-D lanes per side.
2. One 16 foot lane separator.
3. Double-faced steel or aluminum guardrail or
double-faced parabolic concrete guardrail per side
4. 56 feet longer cross structure.
5. 56 feet v/ider right-of-way at center line of
cross structure.
6. 4.25 acres more R.O.W.
7. Span lengths -- maximum length, 25 feet shorter
(number of spans required v/as also different).
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Analysis of Maintenance Costs
Maintenance cost figures v/ere not available for the
four C-D interchanges and three non-C-D interchanges included
in this study. Because of the additional pavement, guard-
rail, and span lengths, the collector-distributor interchange
v/ill experience higher maintenance costs than will the non-
C-D equipped interchange. Since construction costs v/ere
found to be higher, annual maintenance costs might be ex-
pressed in terms of a percentage increase over the initial
construction cost.
Winfrey gives maintenance and non-road user operating
expenses for interstate highv/ays in Illinois of $5300 per .
center! ine mile per year (1965). The cost of maintaining
Interchanges would obviously be higher and for through
roadways would be less. The estimated 1964 maintenance
expenses for the 40 contiguous states and the District of
Columbia were $3,233 per mile for rural interstate highways
and $6,677 per mile for urban interstate highways, with
average per mile maintenance costs for both $3,772 (48,
p. 253).
Winfrey also includes complete highway construction costs
by census division and shows cost per centerline mile to
range from $500,000 to $1,200,000 for interstate rural
highways and from $1,700,000 to $5,700,000 for interstate
urban highways (1965) (48, p. 251). Based upon the mainten-
ance costs for the state of Illinois and the average per
100
mile construction cost for the north central census districts
($652,000), annual maintenance costs average wery close to
one-half percent (0.49 percent) of total initial construction
costs, therefore, the expected maintenance costs for C-D
interchanges average $4000 (14.3 percent) higher per year
than for non-C-D interchanges.
Analysis of Operating Costs
Operating costs per 100 million vehicles over collector-
distributor equipped interchanges were thought to have
potential for being less than those on a similar but non-
C-D equipped facility, if speed reduction, maneuvering or
braking of through vehicles is less v/ith C-D roads. The
elimination or reduction of weaving conflicts also should
reduce braking and erratic driving which thus decreases fuel
use and tire wear. The C-D concept and design predicts
less constrained movement at C-D equipped interchanges which
might result in decreased operating costs.
Operating distances for interchanges were taken between
the most extreme points of ramps on C-D egresses from the
through roadway, and 1400 feet of freeway were added to
the length of the non-C-D interchange to produce a
corresponding distance for comparison.
The ADT values applied to the idealized interchanges
for user cost comparison were estimates which were based
upon the higher current volumes found at the study sites,
01
rounded to the nearest TOO vehicles. Assumed ADT volumes
are shown in Figure 28.
Most important to the comparison is that the volumes at
both typical interchanges v/ere the same. The freeways on
both designs carried identical volumes of traffic and cross
traffic volumes were equal. Where two exits carried 3,000
and 1,300 vehicles per day on the non-C-D interchange, the
single exit to the C-D road collected 4,300 vehicles and
distributed them to their proper exit. This condition of
equal traffic for both the C-D and non-C-D sample was not
to be found within the sample of actual study sites, but
was fabricated here for a comparison of user costs. The
interchanges were made as identical as possit)le in geometric
design and traffic operations (see Figures 27 and 28). The
only difference was the existence of a C-D road on one
facility while the other facility had none. The same two
idealized interchanges which provided a basis for construction
cost analysis then provided a comparison of operating costs
for the two types of interchange.
Two costs which are associated with operating costs
require basic assumptions which are debatable. Since it was
found that there was no significant difference between
accidents at C-D versus non-C-D sites, it would be unfair














































































Similarly, time costs associated with these operations
were difficult to evaluate because the amount of time saved
by traveling at a higher speed is relatively small, yet
real, over these short operating distances. The time re-
quired to travel at 70 miles per hour (assumed for C-D
interchanges) for the 4900 feet length of interchange is
8 seconds less than to travel the same distance at 60 miles
per hour (assumed for non-C-D interchanges). The assumed
difference of 10 mph operating speed on the freeway through
the interchange was based upon observation from the films
and in the field that speeds on the freeway lanes during
high volumes were higher on the C-D equipped interchanges
than on the non-C-D interchanges. The 10 mph value was
taken as a reasonable one.
The question arises whether or not the time saved is
usable time and what value should be placed upon it. A
common value often used for time costs determination is
$2.50 per hour per vehicle. The maximum time savings
would probably apply only to those peak hour and near-
peak hour vehicles which would be affected by the near
Capacity to capacity conditions. The peak hour for free-
ways such as these carries from twelve to fifteen percent
of the ADT. If an additional ten per cent of near-peak
vehicles are similarly affected, the value of time lost
at $2.50 per hour would exceed $26,000 in a year for an
ADT of 50,000. Several methods were tried to determine
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basic differences in vehicle operating costs.
The first procedure v/as based upon passenger vehicles
only and assumed that the speeds of vehicles in the inter-
changes were the design speeds of the several sections of
the interchange facilities except for the non-C-D inter-
changes where the 10 mph difference previously discussed
was assumed for peak and near peak conditions (25% of
ADT = 80,000) see Figure 29). The basic differences in
speeds were on the freeway through lanes and between
weaving vehicles in the C-D and non-C-D interchanges.
The assumed decrease in speed on the non-C-D freeway was
due to marginal friction.
Operating speeds were limited by curve radii on loop
ramps to a maximum of 30 or 35 miles per hour. Land
acquisition costs prohibit curve radii which are large
enough to improve operating speeds very much above these
limits. Therefore the operating conditions and costs were
identical for the non-tangent sections of both interchanges
All differences in operating conditions, speed, and there-
fore costs occurred on tangent, level sections of roadway
under these assumptions. These assumptions of travel
speeds through the two interchanges allowed the use of
tables on running costs to be used which were based on
level tangent sections of roadway (see Table 14). The
overall running costs at each interchange could not be
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between the two interchange types were available. Al-
though a percentage increase could not be found, the
absolute difference in running costs between the two
typical interchanges was based on the minimum number of
different assumptions and minimized the probability of
making untenable or inconsistent assumptions, which might
decrease confidence in the results.
Running costs decrease as speed increases from zero
to about 40 miles per hour for passenger cars (Table 14).
As speed increases above 40 miles per hour, running costs
increase even faster. At the same time, the time saved
increases in direct proportion to increase in speed.
A number of factors influence the average running
speed, especially when volumes are high. Weaving is one
factor which increases marginal friction (inhibits
through operation as a result of traffic within the
weaving section) and decreases capacity, as well as
operating speed. According to design experts and design
manuals, the use of C-D roads should improve both
capacity and speed in weaving sections and thus overall
opcrationsshouldbenefit.
On this basis, average running speeds of 10 mph less
were assigned to the tangent sections on the non-C-D free-
ways based upon a lower level of service during peak or
near-peak volumes, assuming marginal friction caused
reduction of through speeds. Speeds, however, would have
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to be reduced to less than 40 miles per hour on the free-
way without C-D roads before running costs would increase
At the low volumes seen in this study, through traffic
seldom decreased to under 50 miles per hour, even during
peak periods when weaving was relatively heavy.
Based on these assumptions and by the procedures
which are summarized in Tables 15 and 16, running costs
were found to be slightly higher with the collector-
distributor design because at the low traffic volumes
speeds remained high or even increased.
On the basis of running costs alone, the collector-
distribitor interchange was found to cost $11,800 more
per year than the non-C-D interchange.
Different assumptions about operating conditions
produced different results in determination of operating
costs. Winfrey shows "dollars excess cost" (Including
fuel, tires, engine oil, maintenance, and depreciation)
to be greater when an initial speed of 70 miles per hour
is followed by a speed change cycle of 60 miles per hour
and then back to the initial speed than maintaining the
initial speed would be. Such a condition exists in the
interchange examples of this study. Using Winfrey's
value of $17.83 per 1000 cycles would produce, with the
same assumptions on travel volumes and speeds (including
25% of the ADT) as before over $240 per day additional
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On the basis of "dollars excess cost", the collector-
distributor interchange was found to cost $87,900 less
per year than the non-C-D interchange.
Operating costs for truck traffic, which amounts to
12-15 percent of the ADT on Indiana freeways, were not
calculated separately in this study. If they had been,
for the running costs method the results would have in-
creased the difference in operating costs slightly for
the C-D interchange over the non-C-D interchange. For
the "dollars excess cost" method, operating costs
differences would have increased slightly for the non-
C-D facility over the C-D facility. In either case the
use of passenger car operating costs was the conservative
value and was the only one calculated.
Total differences between C-D and non-C-D inter-
changes were calculated using the averages of 111 contract
bid items as the basis for initial costs, average regional
maintenance costs to predict maintenance costs, and
"dollars excess cost" to predict operating costs.
Assuming a rate of five percent interest on the
initial investment and an interchange life of 25 years,
the increased construction cost of C-D interchanges was
$71,200 per year. Annual maintenance cost increase for
C-D interchanges was $4000. Operating costs were $87,900
less per year for collector-distributor interchanges when
most real operating expenses (excluding time expenses)
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are included. Based on the same assumptions, time savings
would also occur with the C-D design when compared with
the non-C-D design. Sensitivity analysis of the value
of time was not required because the savings in operating
costs per year were $12,600 greater than the yearly
amortized construction cost and the yearly maintenance
cost increases with the C-D design. Any value applied
to time would increase the operating benefits of C-D
facilities over non-C-D facilities which operate at
volumes which would produce the assumed differences in




Summary of Design Concepts
From a revievy of design manuals, results of interviev/s
with design engineers, and results of questionnaires to
highway design consultants, a general preference toward the
use of C-D roads was evident among respondents whose policies
included statements about C-D roads. Briefly summarizing,
those policies are :
1. The primary reason for the use of collector-
distributor roads was described as minimizing (or
eliminating from the freeway through lanes)
weaving. There were 13 responses which indicated
this policy preference.
2. The next most preferred justification for C-D roads
was to facilitate capacity at near-capacity volumes,
which eight respondents favored. Two added improved
speed (at near-capacity volumes) for a total of ten
who cited improved operations at high volumes with
C-D roads.
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3. Four respondents favored C-D roads to promote
s1nnle-exit policy as a design ideal. Four also
discussed minimizing signing with C-D roads. Two
of the respondents mentioned both, bringing to a
total of eight the responses that C-D roads promote
more efficient design for exits and signing.
4. Four preferred to use C-D roads as an adjunct to a
series of interchanges when close spacing of
entrances and exits requires overlapping speed-
change lanes.
5. One said that the increased construction cost was
justified by improved safety and improved traffic
f 1 V7 .
6. The exit-entrance spacings preferred for freeways
ranged from "not less than 1200 feet" to "1600
feet mini mum ","700' preferred" to "absolute minimum
1800 feet" and "1800-2400 minimum", but with C-D
roads used the allowable spacings dropped to
800'-1200'; "less than 1800' with C-D if all other
criteria are met", and "1 200 ' -1 500 'on C-D".
Summary of Accident Analysis
The results of a comparison of accidents at the four
C-D and the three non-C-D interchanges in this study by
total accidents at each interchange and by types of accidents
occurring at each interchange showed no significant
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difference between the average number of accidents at the
collector-distributor interchanges and the non-C-D inter-
changes. The numbers of accidents were slightly fewer at
C-D sites and the mean number and rate per 100 million
vehicles of accidents over a three year period was a
little lower at the average C-D site, yet variation with-
in samples was large and results could not be judged
statistically significant.
In a comparison of four types of accidents (lost
control, merging, weaving, and rear end collisions), none
were found to be statistically significant in the
differences in means between C-D and non-C-D sites except
weaving accidents, which were judged significantly
different at the a = 0.15 significance level. Accidents
have been shown generally to be poor predictors of driver
difficulties and a previous study of total accidents at
C-D and non-C-D interchanges also was unable to find
statistically significant differences between the two
i nterchange types .
Summary of Erratic Maneuvers
The collector-distributor interchanges in the study
experienced more erratic maneuvers than did those inter-
changes without C-D roads. On the other hand there was
some evidence that the collector-distributor road inter-
changes which operated at high volume conditions had, on
the average, fewer erratic maneuver occurrences than did
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similar volume non-C-D sites. The erratic maneuver
analysis did not provide the statistically different
results that were desired, but did provide supplementary
information. The variances of erratic maneuvers between
interchanges (both between and within types of inter-
changes) were very large for the small sample sizes and
no significant results could be found at any reasonable
level of significance.
Summary of Cost Differences
Construction costs were greater on the average for
collector-distributor interch'anges than for interchanges
without C-D roads. The average cost of four C-D equipped
interchanges was $3,621,000, based on average unit bid
prices and average quantitites of 111 common contract bid
items. The C-D interchange costs were $805,000 or 29
percent, greater than non-C-D facilities. Because of
large differences between interchanges within types, a
construction cost comparison based on typical designs of
C-D and non-C-D interchanges was made. The designs
differed only as a result of the C-D roads at one and
not at the other. The typical C-D interchange was
$4,045,000, which was $552,000 or about 16 percent more
in initial construction cost over the non-C-D interchange
($3,493,000).
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Maintenance costs were also slightly higher for C-D
road interchanges because of increased construction
elements which require periodic or continual maintenance.
Maintaining a collector-distributor equipped interchange
was estimated to be 14.3 percent more costly ($4000 per
year more) than non-C-D interchanges.
Operating costs were $87,900 less per year for
collector-distributor interchanges than for typical non-
C-D interchanges. Dollars excess cost analysis produced
this result and was used in the overall cost comparison.
Time and accident benefits are not included in the
indicated value, the first because of controversy relative




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Conclusions
This study indicated that idealized interchanges are
able to provide better bases for comparison between C-D
and non-C-D interchanges than are existing interchanges in
the state of Indiana. There are at present only seven
sites in the state of Indiana where C-D road v/ ays are in
operation, and only three of the sites have begun to
experience high traffic volumes for which collector-
distributor roads are intended to facilitate overall
operations.
C-D roads were beneficial from a cost-effectiveness
standpoint, although high volume traffic conditions were
not to be found at all study sites. The annual con-
struction and maintenance cost increases for the average
C-D interchange were small compared to total interchange
cost. Based on assumptions of operations at peak or near
peak hour volumes the cost of operating over a typical
C-D interchange was lower than the cost of operating
over a non-C-D interchange. The lower operating costs
result in lower overall annual costs, even when time and
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accident costs are excluded for a conservative test.
Highway design engineers and consultants favor the
usr of C-D roadways as a design ideal to minimize weaving,
improve operation, and generally to improv design (such
as the single exit policy, minimized signnq requirements,
etc. ).
In an analysis of accident rr 2s per 100 million
vehicles, by total rates of occurrences and by type (lost
control, merging, rear end, and weaving) only weaving
accidents showed a statistically significant difference
between C-D and non-C-D designs, with the average of this
type of accident at C-D sites less than at non-C-D sites
(a = 0.15).
Erratic maneuvers provided additional information
about the potential conflicts which was not available
from accident analysis. The average numbers of erratic
maneuvers were larger at C-D sites than they were at
non-C-D interchanges. Yet when only the higher volume
C-D interchanges were compared, erratic maneuvers were
less at the C-D interchanges.
Recommendations for Further Research
It is recommended that study of collector-distributor
Interchanges be continued. The work should be extended
to concentrate on study of high volume, high conflict
conditions, where the use of C-D roads would provide
maximum benefits.
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As present volumes and distributions change, so will
the conditions from v/hich results of this study were
drawn. It is recommended that a program be established
to monitor conditions and evaluate benefits at the sample
of interchanges studied in this project.
Costs of adding collector-distributor roadways at
the time of construction of low-volume facilities should
be weighed against costs of reconstruction or adding
C-D roads at a point in time where volumes warrant the
addition. Research of collector-distributor interchanges
and alternative geometric designs should be continued to
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For the recording of traffic operations at the study
sites, a Kodak K-lOO 16 mm movie camera was selected.
(Figure Bl ) The camera was equipped with a spring driven
advance mechanism and can be operated in single frames by
an external release lever. Another accessory was a Sam
Berthoit zoom lens with a focal range of from 17.5 mm
to 70 mm which incorporated a through-the-lens viewing
system which showed the image as it would appear in the
finished film (Figure B2 ) . .
Color film was found to be a practical necessity to
distinguish between vehicles and to record brake light
activation, so Kodachrome II daylight color film was
used.
A battery-powered electronic timer regulated the
exposure of individual frames, spacing exposures every
1 (one) second +0.01 second, and a digital counter was
added to record the number of frames (Figure Bl ).
Data were reduced with a 16 mm Zeiss-Ikon iMoviskop
film recorder.
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